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DON’T MISS

For 10 days, from Monday June 18, The Citizen
brings you a series of stories and analyses on
Non-Communicable Diseases (NCDs) as part of
the upcoming leadership forum organised by
Mwananchi Communications Limited, on June
28. Grab your copy and visit the newspaper’s
online platforms for much more.
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Picking up the pieces
after rape ordeal P.11

Will Tunisia do Africa proud
against England? P.28
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NGOs network cites six
major issues on budget
Policy Forum calls upon the government to act on at least
six specific issues if the budget for the 2018/19 financial
year is to have a positive impact on people’s lives PAGE 2
Policy Forum’s budget and
policy analysis manager, Mr
Nicholas Lekule, addresses
a news conference in
Dodoma yesterday. Others
are Policy Forum members
Dominic Ndunguru (left)
and Rejoice Matanga.

SOME POLICY FORUM PROPOSALS
Improve revenue collection

Figures, produced by
Policy Forum, show that
until April this year, the
government had managed
to collect Sh21.9 trillion,
which was equivalent to
69 per cent of the target of
Sh31.7 trillion for the entire
2017/18 financial year

Increase funding for education
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Tsh

Collection Target

Employ more health sector workers

The 2018/19 budget
in shillings, which the
government presented in
Parliament last Thursday
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Challenge
of tackling
‘lifestyle’
diseases
Figures show that the number of people falling victim to non-communicable
diseases such as diabetes, cancer and heart complications is still on the rise
SPECIAL REPORT ON PAGE 4

Continental body seeks to
support 1.5m smallholders
By Alawi Masare
@AMasare
malawi@tz.nationmedia.com

Dar es Salaam. The Alliance for a Green Revolution
in Africa (Agra) is planning
to dwell upon the priorities
listed in Tanzania’s recentlylaunched second Agriculture
Sector Development Pro-

gramme (ASDP-II) which
seek to positively impact the
lives of 1.5 million smallholder farmers in the country.
Agra is a partnership
which works across Africa,
and is now in its third fiveyear phase from January
2017, during which it plans
to spend $28.3 million in
Tanzania. Agra’s zonal head

for Tanzania, Rwanda and
Uganda, Prof Nuhu Hatibu,
said they want to make sure
that the income of each of
the 1.5 million smallholder
farmers targeted exceeds the
country’s per capita income
that was estimated at $1,021
in 2017. “The fifth phase government of Tanzania under

Continued on page 2

